Afghani
Afghani is an ancient landrace strain that has
grown wild under the mountain peaks of
Afghanistan for centuries; preserving it’s
nearly pure Indica genetics and properties.
This strain is prized for its high resin content
which gives it a sweet, earthy scent with a
touch of bright lemon zest, while its flavor
introduces notes of wildflowers and herbs.
Afghani can deliver deep relaxation and
euphoria that rolls over your body like gentle

CHILL

waves, making it excellent for nighttime use.

MORE CALMING EFFECTS
FEELINGS
• Relaxed
• Sleepy
• Calm
• Happy
• Euphoric

AILMENTS
• Stress
• Pain
• Insomnia
• Anxiety
• Depression

TERPENES
• Myrcene
• Pinene
• Ocimene

Afghani can deliver deep relaxation and euphoria that rolls over your body like gentle waves.

LEARN MORE AT CALYPSOERIE.COM

Downing
Dawg
Downing Dawg is a masterful creation that
combines the calming effects of Coco Bomb
Kush with the versatile, hybrid benefits of
Chem Dawg. Its powerful aroma carries
notes of spice and fresh herbs, while its flavor
is smooth and creamy with traces of citrus.
Downing Dawg delivers blissful body
relaxation while keeping the mind active and
clear. It’s the perfect choice for when you
want to slow things down and gently ease

CHILL

into the evening.

MORE CALMING EFFECTS
FEELINGS
• Relaxed
• Sleepy
• Calm
• Happy
• Euphoric

AILMENTS
• Stress
• Pain
• Insomnia
• Anxiety
• Depression

TERPENES
• Humulene
• Limonene
• Caryophyllene

Downing Dawg delivers blissful body relaxation while keeping the mind active and clear.

LEARN MORE AT CALYPSOERIE.COM

Bubba
Kush
Bubba Kush is a rich, Indica-dominant strain
which is famous for its heavy sedative effects.
Its refined aroma has just a hint of coffee and
cocoa, while its taste is earthy and nutty with
a subtle sweetness. As this strain’s effects kick
in, users experience a tranquil body-melting
sensation which is known to stimulate calm,
meditative breathing. Bubba Kush can be
ideal for your restful afternoons or getting a

CHILL

peaceful night’s sleep.

MORE CALMING EFFECTS
FEELINGS
• Relaxed
• Sleepy
• Calm
• Happy
• Euphoric

AILMENTS
• Stress
• Pain
• Insomnia
• Anxiety
• Depression

TERPENES
• Myrcene
• Limonene
• Caryophyllene

Bubba Kush is a rich, Indica-dominant strain which is famous for its heavy sedative effects.

LEARN MORE AT CALYPSOERIE.COM

Calypso
Kush
Calypso Kush is an exceptional combination
of the ancient landrace strain, Afghani and
the potent hybrid strain, Chem Dawg. It has a
complex scent of earth and musk with fruity
undertones that carry into its tangy taste.
With strong levels of myrcene, Calypso Kush
produces a calming body high that remains
mild enough to keep you active. This makes
Calypso Kush a superb choice for daytime or
nighttime use – providing you with relief, as

CRUISE

you need it.

BALANCE OF CALMING & ENERGIZING EFFECTS
FEELINGS
• Relaxed
• Calm
• Happy
• Euphoric
• Creative

AILMENTS
• Stress
• Pain
• Insomnia
• Anxiety
• Depression

TERPENES
• Myrcene
• Limonene
• Caryophyllene

Calypso Kush produces a calming body high that remains mild enough to keep you active.

LEARN MORE AT CALYPSOERIE.COM

Portlandia
A one-of-a-kind hybrid strain, Portlandia
carries the whimsical spirit of its namesake city
wherever it goes. Much like the evergreen
forests that surround Portland, this strain offers
an earthy, lemon-pine aroma with a similar
flavor carrying hints of fresh herbs and spice.
Portlandia is a versatile, well-balanced strain
which produces a mild body buzz, while also
keeping the mind clear and uplifted. Whether
you’ve got a productive day ahead or a quiet

CRUISE

afternoon, Portlandia can be your perfect
go-to strain any time of day.

BALANCE OF CALMING & ENERGIZING EFFECTS
FEELINGS
• Relaxed
• Calm
• Happy
• Euphoric
• Creative

AILMENTS
• Stress
• Pain
• Insomnia
• Anxiety
• Depression

TERPENES
• Myrcene
• Terpinolene
• Ocimene

Portlandia carries the whimsical spirit of its namesake city wherever it goes.

LEARN MORE AT CALYPSOERIE.COM

Chem
Dawg

As a hybrid, Chem Dawg is famous for its
potency, balance, and versatility; making it one
of the most popular strains for patients and
breeders alike. This strain’s aroma is pungent
with notes of earth and pine, while its flavor is
notably tangy. Whether you need it for a
productive afternoon, a night with friends, or
some well-deserved “me” time, Chem Dawg’s
mellow body relaxation, paired with its
energetic and thought-provoking effects, can

CRUISE

make it a great fit for a variety of uses.

BALANCE OF CALMING & ENERGIZING EFFECTS
FEELINGS
• Happy
• Energetic
• Uplifted
• Euphoric
• Creative

AILMENTS
• Stress
• Pain
• Fatigue
• Anxiety
• Depression

TERPENES
• Myrcene
• Limonene
• Caryophyllene

As a hybrid, Chem Dawg is famous for its potency, balance, and versatility.

LEARN MORE AT CALYPSOERIE.COM

Cheesewreck
This refined, Sativa-dominant strain comes
from a family of plants known for their
complex scents and savory tastes. This strain’s
pungent aroma and flavor is a pleasant
combination of dried fruit and creamy cheese.
As a mood-enhancer, Cheesewreck provides
users with energy, sparks of creativity, and a
sense of physical relaxation without any
sedative effects. This can make Cheesewreck
a great choice for when you need to be active

CRUISE

and productive.

BALANCE OF CALMING & ENERGIZING EFFECTS
FEELINGS
• Happy
• Energetic
• Uplifted
• Euphoric
• Creative

AILMENTS
• Stress
• Pain
• Fatigue
• Anxiety
• Depression

TERPENES
• Humulene
• Limonene
• Caryophyllene

Cheesewreck provides users with energy, sparks of creativity, and a sense of physical relaxation.

LEARN MORE AT CALYPSOERIE.COM

Sour
Diesel
As one of the most iconic Sativa-dominant

strains in the world, Sour Diesel’s invigorating
effects are the ultimate pick-me-up. Its
pungent aroma and flavor carry delicate traces
of zesty citrus peels and fresh pine sap. This
strain’s unique effects activate quickly,
stimulating a calm and carefree state-of-mind
which aid in releasing negativity and tension.
Sour Diesel can be a great choice for morning
use or whenever you need an energizing

CHARGE

boost to take on the day.

MORE ENERGIZING EFFECTS
FEELINGS
• Happy
• Energetic
• Uplifted
• Euphoric
• Focused

AILMENTS
• Stress
• Pain
• Fatigue
• Anxiety
• Depression

TERPENES
• Pinene
• Terpinolene
• Ocimene

Sour Diesel’s invigorating effects are the ultimate pick-me-up.

LEARN MORE AT CALYPSOERIE.COM

